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Abstract: Exploration and remote sensing with mobile robots is a well known field of research,
but current solutions cannot be directly applied for tethered robots. In some applications, tethers may
be very important to provide power or allow communication with the robot. This paper presents an
exploration algorithm that guarantees complete exploration of arbitrary environments within the
length constraint of the tether, while keeping the tether tangle-free at all times. While we also propose
a generalized algorithm that can be used with several exploration strategies, our implementation uses
a modified frontier-based exploration approach, where the robot chooses its next goal in the frontier
between explored and unexplored regions of the environment. The basic idea of the algorithm is to
keep an estimate of the tether configuration, including length and homotopy, and decide the next
robot path based on the difference between the current tether length and the shortest tether length at
the next goal position. Our algorithm is provable correct and was tested and evaluated using both
simulations and real-world experiments.
Keywords: exploration; tether; robot; tangle-free
1. Introduction
Several recent works have considered applying autonomous mobile robots for remote sensing and
exploration of unknown and/or dangerous environments [1–3]. Unknown environment exploration
is a standard problem in mobile robotics and is fundamental for a lot of applications. Exploration is
often performed by robots equipped with sensors that range from cameras and sonars to high-end
LiDARs. The goal of such exploration platforms is usually to create a map of the environment where
the mobile robot is placed into. Assuming that the environment is partially or entirely unknown and
the mobile robot platform is autonomous, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approaches
are generally used during the exploration, as continuous and accurate robot localization is essential for
building a precise map of the environment [4].
Autonomous robotic exploration is a well-developed field of research, with strategies ranging
from simple frontier-based exploration [5] and graph-based methods [6] to more sophisticated
techniques, such as potential information fields [7] and the use of harmonic functions [8]. The basic
idea of most methods is to increase the current information the robot has about the environment.
An interesting approach that explicitly maximizes the information is [9]. The authors use a laser
scanner to construct an Occupancy Grid model [10] of their environment and an EKF algorithm for
their SLAM implementation. The exploration approach presented in this paper was implemented
using the frontier-based method for goal selection. In this method, the robot selects its next goal at the
border between known and unknown space. However, the general algorithm we are proposing is not
limited to only this approach and any exploration method can be used for goal selection.
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Considering that all untethered mobile robots require an on-board power source,
energy conservation becomes a big concern for prolonged missions. To address this problem,
the authors of [11] have developed an energy-efficient exploration algorithm that reduces the energy
consumption of the robot by selecting consequent goals in a way that minimizes repeated coverage of
the already mapped area. Such an approach therefore also results in a minimized global path length,
a criterion that we will also be aiming to achieve with our approach.
The exploration approaches mentioned above assume a freely moving untethered robot. There can
be several motivations for using a tethered robot for exploration and remote sensing. Not only could
the tether be used as an anchor for navigating a steep and otherwise inaccessible terrain [12], but it
could also serve as a high-speed low-latency data connection to the robot in an environment where
wireless communication would be problematic, like underground mines or deep underwater [13].
In addition to data, the tether could also provide power to the robot, reducing its overall weight and
allowing prolonged mission time, by eliminating the need for on-board batteries. The main problem
created by a tether, especially in environments with a large number of obstacles, is avoiding the
tangling of the tether around the obstacles. Presenting a solution to this problem is the goal of this
paper. An illustration of our proposed solution is shown in Figure 1, where we the robot chooses to
take a longer path to avoid tangling its tether around the obstacle.
Figure 1. Visual representation of our proposed approach. The robot at the position pr with a tether τ
connecting it to the base at pb compares the shortest path to the goal pg from the base (τs) with the one
from its current position (τr), and takes the path τr,s to return the tether to its shortest configuration
and avoid further tangling.
The use of tethered robots for space applications has been considered in [14]. The ROSA rover
described in the paper uses a 40 m tether system both as a power supply and a communication
link to the main platform. This reduces the weight of the rover that can in turn be used to carry
more scientific instruments. The sensors on the tether in combination with a camera on the base
platform are also used as a tracking mechanism. The tangling problem was not yet solved in the
paper. Another application of a tethered robot for exploration has been extensively discussed in [15].
The author discusses using a tethered robot for exploring extremely steep terrains. Contrary to our
solution, during the exploration, the tether gets intentionally wrapped around the obstacles to serve as
additional anchor points, which then gets subsequently unwrapped on the robot’s return trajectory.
In order to achieve tangle-free exploration, the robot’s path planning algorithm should not only
be intelligent enough to account for the tether, but also make decisions that would keep the tether
at its shortest possible length for a given configuration. One of the ways to keep track of the tether
configuration is using the notion of homotopy. Two tether configurations are said to be within the
same homotopy class (i.e., homotopic to each other) if they can be continuously deformed into each
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other without intersecting an obstacle. It is worth noting that there are several published homotopic
path planners. One example is [16], in which the authors have successfully developed a planner that
gets a robot to the goal while considering the cable length and its interaction with the obstacles in the
environment. Their approach, however, uses only the distance from the initial vertex to distinguish
between homotopy classes, which may fail in scenarios where the same distance can represent multiple
configurations. This concept was later expanded by the authors of [17]. Instead of using a single metric
like the distance, they propose the use of true homotopy invariants, with each possible configuration
having its own unique h-signature. A homotopy augmented graph (or h-augmented graph as called
by the authors) is then used by the authors to plan tangle-free point-to-point paths.
Some homotopic planners are sampling-based algorithms based on the Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (RRT) [18] or its asymptotically optimal version, RRT*. Examples of these include
H-RRT [19], which partitions the search space in order to constrain the sampling regions, HARRT* [20],
which can achieve asymptotic optimality of a generated path within a given homotopy class,
and a homotopy-aware kinodynamic planner [21] that proposes an approach that can consider the
differential constraints of the robot. Another example of a homotopic path planner is a topology-based
multi-heuristic A* [22]. It should be noted that while all the methods mentioned above can successfully
generate a path in a given homotopy class, they all rely on the complete knowledge of the environment,
which makes their direct use in an exploration scenario challenging.
Although we did not find a previous work (with the exception of our own conference paper [23])
that solves the tethered exploration problem, tethered coverage, which is a very similar problem,
has been solved in [24]. The authors successfully developed an algorithm that uses a tethered robot
to fully cover an arbitrary unknown environment, while also keeping the tether in a tangle-free state.
This work has later been expanded in [25]. This paper proposes an algorithm for tethered coverage that
successfully minimizes the total path length required to cover the unknown environment. However,
because the path required to completely explore the environment is generally far smaller than the
path required to cover one, especially with long-range sensors, direct use of these approaches for
exploration may not be the best solution.
Thus, based on the author’s knowledge, our previous conference paper [23] is the first one that
directly addresses the tangle-free exploration problem with tethered robots. While our previous work
did solve the same problem considered in the current paper, there are several key differences and
improvements in this paper:
• The main algorithm has been generalized and made modular, meaning it is no longer limited
neither to frontier-based exploration, which we used in the previous paper, nor to any specific
path planner.
• A new path planning algorithm is proposed and implemented, resulting in much
better performance.
• Our current implementation is fully integrated with SLAM. Differently from [23], which assumed
that the position of the robot was known, the system is now completely independent of any
external tracking device, allowing autonomous exploration with the on-board sensors only.
• New simulations and real-robot experiments are performed to evaluate and illustrate
our approach.
The rest of the paper is divided as follows. Section 2 presents a clear definition of the problem we
are trying to solve. Section 3 presents a background on homotopy and h-signatures, which are used in
our approach. Section 4 describes and analyzes the proposed approach. The results of our simulations
and real-world experiments are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and
possibilities of continuity.
2. Problem Definition
This section defines the problem solved in this paper. Consider an unknown, planar environment
W ⊂ R2 populated with a number of unknown random obstacles of arbitrary shape and size.
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Exploration, which we consider to be the task of maximizing the information about the environment to
construct a map, is to be done with a planar robot, tethered to the fixed base at position pb = (xb, yb).
The robot is expected to start the exploration at the position of the base pb. We assume that the tether
is able to freely rotate around the robot, meaning the rotation of the robot will not cause the tether
to be wound up around the robot itself. The tether is assumed to be retractile and always kept in a
taut condition, and the maximum tether length L = Lmax must not be exceeded at any point during
the exploration. Our goal is to efficiently cover and map the maximum amount of ground with the
footprint of the robot’s sensor, which in our case is assumed to be a circle with the radius equal to the
field of view of the sensor, while making sure that the tether is kept in a tangle-free configuration at all
times. With the tether constraints in mind, it is also possible for the robot to not be able to reach some
parts of the environment, in which case the robot should still be able to explore any and all the parts
that it can reach.
As briefly mentioned in the previous section and illustrated in Figure 1, we propose an exploration
algorithm that would guarantee that the tether would be kept in a tangle-free state throughout the
entire exploration process. This is achieved by keeping track of the tether configuration and not
allowing the robot to stray too far from the optimal global tether configuration. However, first,
it is important to mention how we define tangling, as this definition will be used as the basis for
our approach.
Definition 1 (Tangling). Consider a tethered robot in a planar environment with tether represented by
τ(c) ∈ R2, 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, where c = 0 is the position of the base and c = 1 the position of the tether’s attachment
to the robot. If there exist points c1 and c2 along the tether such that τ(c1) = τ(c2) and c1 6= c2, the tether is
considered to be tangled.
In other words, any taut tether configuration that loops around the obstacles and crosses itself is
defined as tangled. However, especially in particularly dense environments, the tether could also get
wound up around multiple obstacles in sequence without actually tangling as per Definition 1 but
still resulting in a configuration that is very far from the optimum. The algorithm we are proposing
eliminates such configurations from the solution space as well.
3. Background on Homotopy
Considering the topological nature of the posed path planning problem, it is important to explain
the notion of homotopy in that context and describe the way we will be using it. In essence, two paths
that start and finish in the same configuration are considered to be homotopic to each other if they
can be continuously deformed into each other without crossing any obstacles. Two homotopic
paths are said to be in the same homotopy class, which is represented by a unique invariant called
h-signature [17]. Examples of homotopic and non-homotopic paths are shown in Figure 2a—paths
τ1 and τ2 are homotopic to each other and therefore have the same h-signature, i.e., h(τ1) = h(τ2),
where h is a function that computes the homotopy class of a given path. In Figure 2a, path τ1 cannot be
deformed into τ3 without crossing the obstacle, indicating that they are not homotopic and, therefore,
do not belong to same homotopy class, i.e., h(τ1) 6= h(τ3). In the context of path planning for tethered
robots, homotopy is an important concept. If, for example, a robot equipped with a retractile tether
anchored in p0 follows the path τ1 of Figure 2a, its tether would assume a shape that is homotopic to
τ1. The taut tether would have the same shape if the robot follows τ2, which is also homotopic to τ1,
as we concluded earlier. Therefore, by constraining the path of the robot to have a specific homotopy
class, we can constrain the tether to have the same class. The idea of this paper is to plan robot paths
that make the tether to be homotopic to the shortest possible path from the anchor position to the goal.
Since the shortest path, by definition, does not circulate any obstacles, the tether will also not circulate
an obstacle, thus guaranteeing a tangle-free motion.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) three example paths from p0 to p1. Paths τ1 and τ2 are homotopic to each other
and therefore lie in the same homotopy class, while τ3 in in a different homotopy class; (b) three
example paths from p0 to p1. h-signature of τ1 is r2r3r−13 which reduces to r2, h-signature of τ2 is 0,
and h-signature of τ3 is r2r1.
As proposed in [17], the h-signatures themselves are defined by the rays emanating vertically
from the obstacles, and are computed for a path by the order those rays are crossed in. An example
is shown in Figure 2b. It is important to notice that, if a ray is crossed backwards, meaning right to
left, a “−1” superscript is added to that particular signature. For example, the h-signature of path
τ3 shown in Figure 2b would be r2r1 if the path is taken from p0 to p1, but, if the same path were
to be taken from p1 to p0, the h-signature would now be r−11 r
−1
2 . This is also called inverting the
h-signature of a path, so, in this example, h(−τ1) = h(τ1)−1 = r−11 r
−1
2 . Another important property of
h-signatures is that the same ray crossed back and forth in sequence cancels out. An example of this is
path τ1, whose h-signature would originally be r2r3r−13 , but, because r3 was crossed back and forth in
sequence, its signature cancels out leaving the overall h-signature of τ1 as just r2. Such distinction will
be important for getting the approximate tether configuration from the total path taken by the robot.
Lastly, it is important to note how it is possible to concatenate h-signatures of two different
paths. Suppose we have two paths τ1 and τ2, and the end of τ1 coincides with the start of τ2.
For such paths, it is possible to get the overall h-signature h(τ1,2) = h(τ1)♦h(τ1), with “♦” being
the concatenation operator.
4. Exploration Algorithm
This section presents the main algorithm proposed in this paper. Figure 3 shows a flowchart
for the generalized algorithm we are proposing. The key parameter in the algorithm, which will
be responsible for keeping the tether tangle-free, is the length tolerance ∆L. This parameter is a
comparison between the shortest path from the base to the goal and the tether configuration if the
robot were to take the shortest path from its current position to the goal. This tolerance is used to
determine whether the robot should take the shortest path to the goal or take the path that would put
it in the same homotopy configuration as the shortest path from the base.
Algorithm 1 presents a more detailed algorithmic version of the flowchart shown in Figure 3.
The algorithm is initialized with the position of the tether anchor (i.e., robot base) pb, maximum allowed
tether length Lmax, and the length tolerance ∆L. The total path τ is initialized as an empty set before
the exploration begins. The position of the robot pr, the free space C f and the obstacle positions O are
expected to be dynamically updated via SLAM in parallel with the main algorithm.
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Figure 3. Flowchart representing the proposed exploration algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Tether-aware exploration algorithm, general form.
input : pb, Lmax, ∆L
1 τ ←− ∅;
2 pr ←− C f ←− O ←−SLAMUPDATE;
3 Explored←− False;
4 while not Explored do
5 pg ←− SELECTGOAL;
6 if pg = ∅ then
7 pg ←− pb;
8 Explored←− True;
9 end
10 τs ←− SHORTESTPATH(pb, pg, C f );
11 τr ←− SHORTESTPATH(pr, pg, C f );
12 if (L(τ + τr) - L(τs)) > ∆L or L(τ + τr) > Lmax then
13 h∗ ←− h(τ)−1♦h(τs);
14 τr ←− SHORTESTHPATH(pr, pg, h∗, C f , O);
15 end
16 FOLLOWPATH(τr);
17 τ←− τ + τr;
18 end
19 return C f ,O;
The algorithm itself can be thought of as having different modules that can be replaced with
any desired approach. The first such module is goal selection at line 5, which will depend on the
exploration approach used in the algorithm. The second, shortest path planning module would then
first compute the shortest path from the base to the goal (line 10), and then the shortest path from
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the robot to the goal (line 11). Line 12 is the main contribution of this algorithm, and it is what is
responsible for keeping the tether in a tangle-free configuration. Using the function L to get the estimate
of the taut tether configuration in a given path, the algorithm checks both if the difference between
the tether configuration if the robot were to take the shortest path τr and the optimal configuration in
τs exceeds the length tolerance ∆L, and if the total path should the robot take the path τr exceeds the
maximum tether length Lmax. If any one of those two conditions is violated, on line 13, the algorithm
then proceeds to compute the h-signature h∗ required to put the robot back in the shortest possible
tether configuration. This h-signature would be the same as backtracking to the base and then taking
the shortest path τs. Notice that the robot will not actually backtrack all the way to the base. Lastly,
the third module is the homotopic path planner (line 14) that computes the shortest path from the robot
position pr to the goal pg satisfying a unique h-signature h∗ computed in the previous step. Note that
this path replaces τr computed in line 11. Finally, line 16 commands the robot to take the computed
path τr. This path is subsequently added to the total path record τ in line 17.
When the algorithm runs out of available goals to select (line 6), either by completely exploring
the environment or by no longer having any goals that can be physically reached with the tether
constraint Lmax, the algorithm concludes the exploration process by selecting the base pb as the final
goal and subsequently returning to it. This process is shown in lines 6 through 9.
4.1. Analysis
By properly selecting the length tolerance ∆L, the algorithm will guarantee to always keep the
tether in a tangle-free configuration by returning to the optimal shortest configuration before the tether
has a chance to tangle. However, it is important to discuss a theoretical upper limit on ∆L beyond
which a tangle-free global path is no longer fully guaranteed. This upper limit is demonstrated in
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 guarantees tangle-free paths if the length tolerance ∆L is smaller or equal to the
circumference of the smallest expected obstacle in the robot’s configuration space.
Proof. Using Definition 1 for tangling and a circular obstacle as an example, the only way a taut tether
can cross itself is by looping around the obstacle. The shortest possible way to loop the tether τ around
a circular obstacle so that τ(c1) = τ(c2) is by encircling the obstacle completely, giving the smallest
tangle radius as 2πR, where R is the radius of the smallest obstacle.
Theorem 1 states that the maximum allowed tolerance value would be 2πR. In the real world,
however, the robot would rarely be expected to perfectly encircle an obstacle during the exploration.
Thus, depending on the complexity of the environment and density of the obstacles, it is generally safe
to pick values for ∆L slightly larger than the theoretical maximum of 2πR. This will be supported by
our simulation results in Section 5.1.
4.2. Implementation
It is important to mention that, since Algorithm 1 is generalized, an implementation
of that algorithm will not always follow strictly the same structure. Our implementation
shown in Algorithm 2 uses a modified frontier-based exploration method for the goal selection
module and A∗ algorithm as the shortest path planner, but the homotopic path planning
and goal selection modules are not as clearly separated as they are in Algorithm 1. We are
also using a path optimizer instead of a traditional path planner to get the homotopic
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shortest path. The reasons and the algorithm for this will be explained in Section 4.3.
Algorithm 2 Implemented tether-aware exploration algorithm.
input : pb, Lmax, ∆L, Fmax
1 τ ←− ∅;
2 pr ←− C f ←− O ←− F ←− SLAMUPDATE;
3 Explored←− False;
4 while not Explored do
5 τlist ←− Cost←− ∅;
6 do
7 pg ←− CLOSESTFRONTIER(pb,F );
8 [τlist, Cost]←− GETPATH(pb, pr, pg, τ, Lmax, ∆L, C f ,O);
9 while Cost[−1] = ∞ and pg 6= ∅;
10 pg ←− CLOSESTFRONTIER(pr,F );
11 [τlist, Cost]←− GETPATH(pb, pr, pg, τ, Lmax, ∆L, C f ,O);
12 for Fmax do
13 pg ←− RANDOMFRONTIER(F );
14 [τlist, Cost]←− GETPATH(pb, pr, pg, τ, Lmax, ∆L, C f ,O);
15 end
16 if pg = ∅ or MIN(Cost) = ∞ then
17 pg ←− pb;
18 Explored←− True;
19 τr ←− GETPATH(pb, pr, pg, τ, Lmax, ∆L, C f ,O);
20 else
21 τr ←− CHEAPESTPATH(τlist, Cost);
22 end
23 FOLLOWPATH(τr);
24 τ←− τ + τr;
25 end
26 return C f ,O;
At its core, Algorithm 2 still uses a similar structure to Algorithm 1, with the exception that the
goal selection and path acquisition modules (lines 5–15 in Algorithm 1) are now meshed together.
Before the exploration begins, the algorithm initializes the total path array as an empty set in line 1,
and requests the robot position pr, free space C f , obstaclesO and frontier F to be updated dynamically
in real time through the connected SLAM system. This algorithm uses a frontier-based exploration
method as the basis for the goal selection. The main modification in our algorithm is that it samples
multiple goal points and then picks the most cost-effective goal to follow, with the cost defined by
the length of the path required to reach that goal with the tether constraints accounted for. If the
final tether configuration of a proposed path will result in the tether length exceeding the maximum
allowed value of Lmax, the cost for that path is set to ∞, signifying that this particular path would be
impossible to take.
At the beginning of each cycle of the main loop, both the list of proposed paths and the list of
their associated costs are defined (re-defined in the following cycles) as empty sets in line 5. In lines
6 through 9, the algorithm attempts to find the frontier that is closest to the base that could also be
physically reached with the tether length constraint. The loop keeps iterating until it either finds
the closest frontier cell that the tether could physically reach or runs out of frontier cells to sample
(line 9). The GetPath function used to compute both the paths and their respective costs is shown in
Algorithm 3 and will be explained later. Lines 10 and 11 execute a similar process, except only the
closest frontier cell to the robot is tested. Lastly, lines 12 through 15 pick a number of random frontier
cells to test, with the exact number defined by the input variable Fmax, which in our experiments has
been set to eight random cells, giving a total of 10 cells to sample assuming the cell in lines 6–9 is found
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immediately. By testing both the closest frontier to the robot and the closest frontier to the base, as well
as sampling several cells across the entire frontier, the algorithm ensures that the total path length is
kept to a minimum throughout the exploration process.
Overall, lines 5 through 15 can be seen as both the goal selection module and the path generation
module of Algorithm 1. Line 16 then checks if the algorithm has no more frontiers to sample or if all
the sampled frontiers are impossible to reach, in which case the final goal is selected as the base in line
17 and the path is generated to take the robot there, after which the exploration concludes. Otherwise,
in line 21, the algorithm picks the cheapest path that it could take out of all the earlier tested frontiers.
Lastly, line 23 commands the robot to take the selected path, and line 24 adds that path to the total
path array.
An important point to mention is that, in our implementation, we decided to use simple Euclidean
distance to get the closest frontiers instead of a true path length that would be required to get there
in order to save on computation time. While it could be argued that using a true path length instead
of Euclidean distance would result in a more optimal goal selection and therefore shorter total path
length required to explore the environment, in our simulations, when we compared the algorithm with
Euclidean distance sorting versus the true distance sorting, we did not see a measurable difference in
total path length.
Lastly, the GetPath function shown in Algorithm 3 is the actual core of our approach that
guarantees global tangle-free paths. As described in Algorithm 1 earlier, lines 1 and 2 of Algorithm 3
generate the shortest paths to the goal from the base and from the robot respectively, which in our
implementation is done by the A∗ algorithm, which assumes that the environment is represented
by a grid. Line 3 here serves the same function as line 12 in Algorithm 1, in that it checks if the
tether length should the robot take the path τr from line 2 is greater than the most optimal tether
configuration from a path acquired in line 1 by more than the length tolerance ∆L, and if that same
length should the robot take the path τr would be greater than the maximum tether length Lmax.
Should any of these conditions be violated, in lines 4 and 5, the algorithm generates the shortest path
that would take the robot to the optimal tether configuration that would have the same homotopy
as if the robot would have returned to the base and then took the shortest path τs. Note that this
is no longer a proper path planner, but a path optimizer, which will be further explained in the
next subsection. Should the newly generated path τr in line 5 still result in the tether length being
greater than Lmax, a condition that is checked in line 7, this would mean that the goal in question
is impossible to reach with the imposed tether length limit, and the cost for that path is set to
∞ in line 8. Otherwise, in line 10, the cost is set to the length of the path τr computed earlier.
Algorithm 3 “GetPath” function.
input : pb, pr, pg, τ, Lmax, ∆L, C f ,O
1 τs ←− SHORTESTPATH(pb, pg, C f );
2 τr ←− SHORTESTPATH(pr, pg, C f );
3 if (L(τ + τr) - L(τs)) > ∆L or L(τ + τr) > Lmax then
4 τr ←− τ−1 + τs;
5 τr ←− OPTIMIZEPATH(τr, C f , O);
6 end





12 return τr, Cost;
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4.3. Homotopic Path Optimizer
Considering the h-signature of the return path in our approach is always the same as if the robot
would backtrack to the base and subsequently take the shortest path to the goal (i.e., line 13 in Algorithm 1),
we found that, instead of planning a homotopy-constrained path, it would be much simpler to add the
shortest path to the inverse of the total path (line 4 in Algorithm 3), and then optimize the resulting path
while keeping its h-signature unchanged. The optimizer we are using is a simple 2-step process of first
shortening the path by removing the extraneous nodes as shown in Algorithm 4, and then subsequently
tightening the resulting path to get it closer to the obstacles without colliding, as shown in Algorithm 5.
While this approach will not result in the shortest path possible, we have empirically observed that the
length difference between the optimized path and the shortest one is negligible. In addition, optimizing
the path has proven to be much more computationally efficient than computing the shortest path.
Algorithm 4 OptimizeShort algorithm.
input : τ, C f ,O
1 H ←− h(τ);
2 i←− 0;
3 j←− ENDINDEX(τ);
4 while i < ENDINDEX(τ) do
5 τt ←− REMOVEINTERMEDIATENODES(τ, i, j);
6 if h(τt) = H and COLLISIONFREE(τ[i], τ[j], C f ,O) then
7 τ ←− τt;
8 i←− i + 1;
9 else
10 j←− j− 1;
11 end
12 if j = i then





Algorithm 5 OptimizeTight algorithm.
input : τ, C f ,O
1 for i in τ[1] to τ[−2] do
2 do
3 τ[i]←− MOVEALONGLINE(τ[i], τ[i− 1]);
4 while COLLISIONFREE(τ[i + 1], τ[i], C f ,O);
5 do
6 τ[i]←− MOVEALONGLINE(τ[i], τ[i + 1]);
7 while COLLISIONFREE(τ[i− 1], τ[i], C f ,O);
8 end
9 return τ;
Algorithm 4 is a traditional path shortening algorithm [26]. It works by first trying to directly
connect the first and last nodes of the input path, and the criteria for a successful connection is for
the new path to be both collision-free and have the same h-signature as the original path (line 6).
Should that fail, the algorithm then tries to connect the first node to the second-to-last node and so
on until it either succeeds or the ending node comes all the way down to the starting node (line 12),
at which point the starting node is moved up by one and the ending node is set to the last node again.
This cycle continues until the start node comes all the way up to the end (line 4).
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The shorter path optimized in Algorithm 4 is then fed into Algorithm 5 to be further optimized
by making that path tighter. This algorithm goes through every node in the path except the first
and last ones (line 1). The node that is being currently manipulated is first moved along the line on
the path “downstream” from it as far as it can go without resulting in collisions (lines 2 through 4).
The same node then undergoes a similar process, now moving it along the line on the path “upstream”
from it (lines 5 through 7). This process results in a final path with minimal space wasted between
the obstacles.
5. Results
The approach that we proposed in Algorithm 2 has been implemented using Python programming
language and the ROS (Robot Operating System) framework [27]. We used gmapping as our SLAM
system and have tested the implementation both in simulations and using a real-world robot.
5.1. Simulations
In order to test our algorithm’s both statistical and real-world performance before implementing
it on a real robot, we first implemented the algorithm in a stand-alone Python environment to isolate
all the external variables and focus on the algorithm itself. The core algorithm is unchanged in this
implementation, but both the robot movement and localization are removed from the calculations
and are just supplied to the algorithm in a perfect form. Mapping is also being simulated with a
separate function that emulates a sensor reading in a given field of view, with its own computation time
excluded from the statistical records. Because both localization and mapping in a full implementation
are performed in parallel via SLAM, this approach is still representative of the performance of the
algorithm. Gazebo [28] simulations were also performed. These simulations used a full implementation
of the algorithm, with both gmapping and proper robot movement.
5.1.1. Performance Metrics
To make sure the algorithm gets properly tested in various scenarios, we prepared three
randomized environment types to run the algorithm against, all of which were run with a resolution of
0.5 and the maximum tether length Lmax set to 40. Typical configurations of these environments as well
as example paths taken to explore them are demonstrated in Figure 4. We do not specify any units in
these simulations since, for measuring the performance of the system, a 20× 20 map with a resolution
of 0.5 would be computationally identical to a 40× 40 map with a resolution of 1, assuming the field of
view and the maximum tether length Lmax are also scaled appropriately. However, one can assume that
all dimensions are in meters, since the same approach is also translated to both the Gazebo simulations
and the real-world experiment.
The first “low-density” environment type in Figure 4 is a 20 × 20 map with 15–20 random
obstacles, each of radius up to 2. The second “high-density” environment type is also a 20 × 20 map,
but now with 50–60 random obstacles, each of radius up to 0.5. Lastly, the third “large” environment
type is a 40 × 40 map with 40–50 random obstacles, each of radius up to 2. The field of view of
the simulated sensor was set to 4 for both low and high-density environments, and 10 for large
environments. Due to the random nature of this approach, the actual number of discrete obstacles on a
given map is generally less than the defined value due to obstacle overlap.
All the environment types mentioned above were simulated with varying length tolerances ∆L to
observe the effect it has on tangling rate, computation time, number of iterations it took to explore
a given environment, maximum reached tether length, and total path length required to explore the
environment. In addition to that, two extra simulations were performed as control samples—one that
avoided tangling by simply backtracking the robot to the base after every iteration before selecting the
next goal, and one with the tether length constraint removed to represent the standard frontier-based
approach. The simulations were performed 50 times per value of ∆L to get a representation of average
performance that should be expected from a given configuration. All of this was run on an AMD
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RyzenTM 9 3950x CPU on a machine running Windows 10. The CPU’s reported clock speed during the
simulations was 4.2 GHz.






















































































































































Figure 4. Typical randomized environments used in simulations. Shown are typical configurations
for low-density environment (a), high-density environment (b) and large environment (c), as well as
example paths taken to explore them, shown in (d–f), respectively.
The results from simulations of the low-density environment type are shown in Table 1. There are
several important trends in this table that are worth pointing out. First of all, as we have proved,
the length tolerance ∆L = 2πR did indeed result in a tangle-free global path every time. However,
since this environment type was not densely populated with obstacles, the value of ∆L = 4πR
also resulted in tangle-free global paths, supporting our claim that depending on the environment
type, values of ∆L slightly larger than 2πR will generally be fine. Beyond that, however, we start to
see progressively more tangling the larger ∆L becomes. As expected, the largest tangle percentage
was acquired for a simulation type where restrictions on the tether length were removed as well.
The shortest maximum tether reached is, as expected, achieved with simple backtracking, and the
longest one is where the tether limit was removed. For the simulations with varying ∆L, we see
an increasing trend, with the maximum tether length leveling off to Lmax as ∆L −→ ∞. While the
average amount of iterations required to complete one map are all within the margin of error of each
other for every simulation parameter with a slight increasing trend (with the exception of “Backtrack”
simulation), computation time per iteration is measurably increasing with ∆L, and the total time also
increases as a result. This can be explained by the robot straying progressively further from the optimal
tether configuration with larger values of ∆L, which in turn requires the path optimizer to work with
more complex h-signatures, thus increasing the overall computation time. Lastly, there are several
interesting points regarding the total path length taken by the robot. The shortest one is, as expected,
the one where both ∆L and the tether length were ignored, and the longest one is when the robot used
simple backtracking, resulting in the path length almost 10 times the former. As for the simulations
with varying ∆L, we can see that the longest path was for ∆L = 0, with the minimum being achieved
somewhere around ∆L = 4πR. The value of ∆L = 0 would force the algorithm to always return to the
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shortest tether configuration, and while this does guarantee a tangle-free global path, this approach
is not the most efficient, hence the increased total path length. On the other hand, even if we ignore
tangling, increasing ∆L too much would allow the robot to stray too far from the optimal configuration,
which in turn would require a longer return path to get back to the optimum, resulting in a longer
global path again. The minimum total path length is reached in between these two extremes.
Table 1. Simulation data for low density environment. 20× 20 map, 0.5 resolution, tether length 40,













Backtrack 0 0.063 ± 0.005 2.611 ± 0.323 41.5 ± 2.5 24.129 ± 0.912 1120.101 ± 78.904
0 0 1.000 ± 0.184 37.727 ± 7.629 37.0 ± 2.6 27.742 ± 5.800 187.544 ± 39.293
2πR 0 0.979 ± 0.123 36.335 ± 5.545 37.0 ± 2.8 29.937 ± 4.696 169.000 ± 29.433
4πR 0 1.051 ± 0.153 39.174 ± 6.963 37.2 ± 3.0 32.431 ± 4.264 165.251 ± 19.336
8πR 14 1.120 ± 0.143 42.239 ± 6.951 37.6 ± 2.2 36.147 ± 3.192 170.364 ± 23.007
16πR 28 1.264 ± 0.220 48.757 ± 9.515 38.5 ± 2.1 39.014 ± 0.940 173.233 ± 21.557
∞ 44 1.339 ± 0.366 53.098 ± 12.331 39.2 ± 2.8 39.476 ± 0.685 171.970 ± 26.533
∞
(Lmax = ∞)
88 0.270 ± 0.089 10.554 ± 3.745 38.8 ± 2.8 78.129 ± 18.817 126.714 ± 14.293
It should be noted that the tangle detection function is only able to return a positive detection
based on Definition 1 of tangling. This is why even with ∆L = ∞ the tangling percentage is not nearing
100%, even though the tether may be wound up around multiple obstacles and very far from the
optimal configuration. This will be important to keep in mind for the high-density environment results.
Results for a high-density environment demonstrated in Table 2 show a similar picture, but there
are a few key differences. First of all, with the environment being a lot more tightly packed with
obstacles, tangle percent for ∆L = 4πR is no longer zero, while ∆L = 2πR still guarantees a tangle-free
global path, with a slightly more aggressive tangling rate increase overall. The increasing trend in total
iteration number and computation times is now more pronounced, and the computation time itself
is noticeably larger due to the more complex h-signatures the algorithm has to deal with. Maximum
reached tether length shows a very similar behavior to Table 1, and with the exception of generally
longer paths, so does the total path length. One difference in total path length is that the minimum is
now reached around the ∆L = 8πR mark.
Lastly, the simulation results for a large environment shown in Table 3 continue to support the
general trends established in Tables 1 and 2. Total number of iterations and computation times continue
to show an increasing trend with ∆L, though the computation times themselves are now also much
larger because, in addition to more complex h-signatures, A∗ now has a larger computation area as
well. The maximum tether length shows a very similar trend to both Tables 1 and 2, and the minimum
for total path length has been reached around the ∆L = 8πR mark similar to Table 2. While in this
particular environment type the computation times per iteration became relatively large, it should be
noted that even these times would still be much less than the time it would take the robot to move.
As we have mentioned earlier, in order to save on computation time for all our simulations
and experiments, we used simple Euclidean distance to sort out closest frontiers instead of getting
a proper shortest path length it would take to actually reach them. While this could have hurt the
performance in terms of total path length since the closest Euclidean frontier is not necessarily the
closest reachable one, our testing did not reveal such a correlation. Table 4 shows both low and
high-density environments at ∆L = 2πR tested again, but this time using proper path distance to
frontiers to sort the closest ones instead of simple Euclidean distance. Comparing this data to the
corresponding lines in Tables 1 and 2 at ∆L = 2πR, it is evident that there was no measurable change
to the total path length, while the computation time rose significantly. Hence, we decided to keep
using the Euclidean distance-based sorting method.
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Table 2. Simulation data for high density environment. 20× 20 map, 0.5 resolution, tether length 40,













Backtrack 0 0.076 ± 0.051 3.558 ± 0.383 46.5 ± 3.0 24.673 ± 0.754 1269.056 ± 92.467
0 0 2.256 ± 0.470 100.280 ± 24.641 44.2 ± 3.2 26.479 ± 3.282 292.230 ± 42.446
2πR 0 2.440 ± 0.453 107.576 ± 22.351 43.9 ± 2.3 26.721 ± 1.481 236.458 ± 25.719
4πR 6 2.625 ± 0.733 120.867 ± 39.459 45.6 ± 3.1 30.550 ± 2.292 225.613 ± 27.852
8πR 12 2.974 ± 0.607 139.431 ± 31.309 46.7 ± 3.1 35.543 ± 2.435 223.947 ± 21.973
16πR 32 3.174 ± 0.979 154.725 ± 51.098 46.9 ± 3.0 39.178 ± 0.689 225.708 ± 19.908
∞ 54 3.241 ± 1.054 153.764 ± 53.731 47.1 ± 3.0 39.200 ± 0.722 228.256 ± 23.976
∞
(Lmax = ∞)
98 1.484 ± 0.554 70.894 ± 29.271 47.2 ± 3.3 102.364 ± 13.341 145.629 ± 13.175
Table 3. Simulation data for large environment. 40 × 40 map, 0.5 resolution, tether length 40,













Backtrack 0 0.526 ± 0.031 34.285 ± 4.214 65.0 ± 5.1 26.661 ± 0.980 2032.611 ± 173.774
0 0 5.564 ± 0.912 357.424 ± 74.419 63.9 ± 5.1 27.401 ± 1.335 667.252 ± 71.126
2πR 0 5.573 ± 0.697 360.587 ± 59.524 64.5 ± 4.3 28.351 ± 1.771 533.391 ± 53.077
4πR 2 5.942 ± 1.056 393.569 ± 86.561 65.9 ± 4.9 30.658 ± 1.449 516.228 ± 71.644
8πR 20 6.177 ± 0.924 417.102 ± 75.505 67.3 ± 4.0 35.225 ± 1.967 481.901 ± 42.814
16πR 32 6.466 ± 0.862 441.738 ± 64.365 68.3 ± 4.4 39.385 ± 0.522 489.221 ± 38.029
∞ 48 6.618 ± 0.869 454.108 ± 68.735 68.5 ± 3.4 39.534 ± 0.384 498.749 ± 43.545
∞
(Lmax = ∞)
96 5.091 ± 1.404 375.764 ± 108.251 73.6 ± 3.9 218.189 ± 23.007 285.281 ± 19.157
The last important point to our experiment is our use of the number of random frontier cells
to sample. While, in theory, in order to get the absolute best frontier to go to in terms of cost, one
would need to check all the available frontiers in the map, in practice such an approach would be very
computationally inefficient. Another source of inefficiency is that a lot of frontier cells will be right
next to each other and there would be little reason to test cells in such close proximity. We have run
an additional test in a high-density environment at ∆L = 2πR, varying only the number of random
frontier cells sampled. The results of this test are shown in Table 5. The number of cells sampled goes
from 0, meaning no randomness and that only closest cells to the base and to the robot are tested,
to 128, which in this testing environment is always more than the total number of frontier cells at any
given point. It should also be mentioned that the selection algorithm does not select repeated cells,
and, should Fmax exceed the total number of cells, it stops once all the cells have been sampled.
It is evident from Table 5 that the number of random cells does not affect neither the total iteration
number nor the maximum tether length in a measurable way. The other parameters are affected
significantly, and the effect is visually demonstrated in Figure 5. We can see that both the time per
iteration as well as total computation time increase linearly with the number of frontier cells sampled,
and saturates at around 70 cells, meaning that, in the testing environment, this was approximately the
maximum number of frontier cells throughout the simulation. This means that computational penalty
would be directly proportional to the number of cells sampled. Thus, by brute-force sampling all the
frontier cells in a large high-resolution environment, these computation times can easily exceed any
reasonable boundaries.
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Low density 0 4.095 ± 0.751 157.243 ± 33.027 38.3 ± 2.8 30.322 ± 4.843 171.551 ± 20.323
High density 0 6.937 ± 1.279 315.000 ± 67.851 45.2 ± 2.9 27.432 ± 2.320 239.675 ± 26.978












0 0.515 ± 0.128 24.174 ± 7.017 46.6 ± 2.9 27.295 ± 2.540 284.044 ± 32.336
4 1.562 ± 0.534 71.740 ± 25.452 45.7 ± 2.8 27.067 ± 1.797 249.882 ± 30.136
8 2.440 ± 0.453 107.576 ± 22.351 43.9 ± 2.3 26.721 ± 1.481 236.458 ± 25.719
16 4.099 ± 0.841 186.638 ± 43.164 45.4 ± 2.5 28.081 ± 2.797 228.557 ± 26.656
32 7.206 ± 1.592 331.824 ± 84.986 45.8 ± 2.9 27.682 ± 2.088 227.961 ± 24.718
64 11.576 ± 2.896 535.286 ± 147.438 46.0 ± 2.7 28.042 ± 2.215 227.405 ± 28.321
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Figure 5. Illustration of the data from Table 5. The effect of the number of random frontier cells on time
per iteration (a), total computation time (b) and total path length (c).
Looking at Figure 5c, however, it is clear that such an approach is not necessary. While having no
randomness in the algorithm and relying only on the two cells closest to the base and the robot results
in a very long total path compared to the rest, the total path length saturates very quickly with the
number of random frontier cells, and, at 16 cells, it has already completely leveled off. Looking back at
computation times though, at eight random cells, the algorithm is almost twice as fast as the one at
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16 cells, while the total path length is not much longer. We considered this a good balance and hence
went with Fmax = 8 for our experiments.
5.1.2. Gazebo Simulations
In order to further test the proposed algorithm in a more realistic scenario before fully
implementing it on a real robot, we ran two simulations in the Gazebo simulator. Specifically,
we simulated a smaller 20× 20 m “room” type environment as well as a bigger unlimited “forest”
type environment. Both environments are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. A model of the
iRobot Create mobile robot equipped with a 360-degree planar LiDAR was used in these simulations.
While the “room” environment was a more simplistic test to assess the operation of the algorithm itself,
the “forest“ environment was meant to demonstrate how the algorithm behaves in a more dense field
where the tether length is the only constraint on the exploration distance. In both cases, maximum
tether length Lmax was set to 15 m and the length tolerance ∆L was set to 4 m, with the latter being
just over the 2πR theoretical maximum for the ”forest“ environment. This further demonstrates the
viability of letting ∆L go slightly over 2πR while still having tangle-free global paths.
Since the algorithm assumes a point robot in its operation, which was not an issue for the artificial
simulations of the previous subsection, to account for the robot dimension in both Gazebo simulations
and real-world experiment, the map interpreter in the algorithm creates the robot configuration space
by expanding the detected obstacles radially by the radius of the circular robot used. This approach
also has a convenient side-effect of expanding the obstacles over what could have been a few extra
frontier cells behind an obstacle, saving the robot some unnecessary movement.
Results from Gazebo simulations of both environments can be seen in Figure 7. The “room”
environment was fairly straightforward, with the robot completely exploring the environment and
returning to the base without tangling the tether, as expected. The “forest” environment is a bit
more involved, with a much larger number of obstacles and no external borders. However, as shown
in Figure 7d, the robot still managed to explore all the space it could reach with the tether length
constraint, while also keeping the tether tangle-free throughout the exploration process. Videos of
these simulations can be seen here: https://www.shorturl.at/bcdDW.
(a) (b)
Figure 6. Environments used in Gazebo simulations. “Room” type environment is shown in (a),
and “forest” type environment is shown in (b).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7. Results from Gazebo simulations. Maps generated my gmapping for room and forest
environments are shown in (a,b) respectively, and internal algorithm maps for them with expanded
obstacles and total paths taken being shown in (c,d) respectively.
5.2. Real World Experiment
We used a real robot to fully explore our research lab environment with some extra obstacles
placed around. The picture of the environment is shown in Figure 8. We have used an iRobot Create
2 equipped with the YDLIDAR X4 360-degree planar LiDAR scanner. A retractile tether spool was
anchored to the robot’s base and starting point for the exploration. The tether spool is spring loaded,
so the tether is always kept in a taut condition, and the tether itself was attached to a pole on the robot
in a way that allowed it to rotate freely, eliminating the possibility of the tether tangling around the
robot itself. The robot is controlled with a small laptop computer running Linux Ubuntu 18.04 with an
Intel R© CoreTM i3 processor clocked at 1.8 GHz.
We ran two separate instances of the experiment—one using standard frontier-based exploration,
and one using our proposed algorithm. Snapshots of the map building process for these two runs
are shown in Figure 9a,b, respectively. In these figures, the robot base is shown as a red triangle and
the robot’s position is shown as a green star. Computed paths that the robot was required to take
are shown in solid yellow, and the robot’s true paths as reported by the SLAM system are shown in
dashed green. The true path and computed path are very close to each other on the figures, making
them hard to separate visually, meaning the robot was following the desired path with minimal
deviations. Lastly, the tether approximation that was used throughout the exploration is shown in
solid purple. As evident from these figures, the standard frontier-based approach that ignored the
tether ended up with major tangling, which is visualized by the tether shown in purple being looped
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around multiple obstacles across the entire testing environment as the robot returned to the base after
concluding the exploration. On the other hand, our proposed approach successfully explored the
entire environment while keeping the tether in a tangle-free configuration at all times, as the tether is
completely retracted by the time the exploration concluded. A video containing similar experiments
can be found at https://youtu.be/52bhZoiNjF0.
Figure 8. Lab environment used for the experiment.


































































































































































































Figure 9. Snapshots of map building during during the real world experiment. Standard frontier-based
exploration is shown in (a), and our proposed approach is shown in (b). The tether approximation
during the exploration is shown in purple.
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6. Conclusions
This paper proposes an algorithm for tangle-free exploration of 2D environments with a tethered
mobile robot. The algorithm was proven correct given the right choice of parameter ∆L, which is used
to decide when the robot needs to retract its tether to avoid tangling. Although our proof determines
a maximum value for this parameter as a function of the size of the obstacles in the environment,
we show experimentally that tangle-free exploration is still possible even with larger errors in this
parameter. This is an important characteristic, since we usually do not know the actual size of the
obstacles before starting the exploration of an environment. Our results show the effectiveness of our
algorithm in both bounded and unbounded spaces, indicating that it can be directly used for exploring
any arbitrary environment with a tethered robot.
While we have initially described a generalized algorithm that can use any method both for path
planning and for goal selection, our implementation is based on a modified frontier-based exploration
approach. Our testing has demonstrated that the total path length in our approach is 30 to 80% longer
than the one in an untethered frontier-based exploration method depending on the environment size
and obstacle density, and it is also approximately six times shorter than the total path length in a
simple backtracking method.
The next logical step in our research is the extension of our algorithm to 3D environments.
Even though we have successfully tested the algorithm on simulated drones, we still reduced the
drone motion to the plane (see a video here: https://youtu.be/A6A7--rLkfo). While the proposed
algorithm itself can work both in 2D and 3D and several techniques can be used for 3D mapping [29,30],
defining h-signatures and getting accurate tether configuration data becomes much more complex in
3D. Further research is required in this aspect.
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